
REPORT REVISION 2011
WORLD‘S BIGGEST COMPUTER ART EVENT

22.04. -  25.04.2011 E Werk Saarbrücken



REVISION 2011
REVISION is the world‘s biggest computer 
art festival, dedicated exclusively to 
realtime computer graphics and digital 
computer-generated art. 
More than 800 visitors from over 30 
countries gathered during the Easter 
weekend for a creative contest in the
E Werk Saarbrücken.
Additionally, more than 1000 people 
watched our free internet live stream.



OUR COMPETITIONS
Our visitors submitted over 230 high-
quality entries in 18 competitions. 
Many attendees invested months to 
prepare their entries and finalized them, 
together with their friends, during the four 
days of the event.



OUR SEMINARS
Twelve top-class speakers from the  
business sector and the demoscene  
thrilled the visitors with topics like audio-
mastering, 3D-sculpting, compiler-based 
graphic engines, microcontroller 
engineering or custom built programming 
languages.



OUR EVENTS
In addition to the competitions, the 
timetable offered many ways to enjoy 
yourself.
There was a live broadcast of the 
Scene.org Awards in cooperation with 
„The Gathering“ in Norway.
A demoscene quiz and an interactive 
programming competition were just some 
of many highlights on our stage.



OUR SPONSORS
Many national and international companies 
supported REVISION.
We thank:
Viprinet GmbH, Hafner Software GmbH, 
Satis&Fy AG, Rightware Oy, energis 
GmbH, Individual Computers, the city of 
Saarbrücken, GIU, Saarland University and 
our many supporters.



THE PRESS FEEDBACK
Many on- and offline media have reported 
about REVISION 2011 
An article in the computer magazine c‘t 
(11/2011) as well as a tv contribution in 
the broadcast „Aktueller Bericht“ from the  
Saarländischer Rundfunk covered the 
event. 
In addition, there were editors from the 
Saarbrücker Zeitung and 3sat present.



THE FUTURE 
Because of the extremely positive 
feedback of our visitors, sponsors and 
partners, we are already looking forward to 
the next edition. 
We have already started planning 
REVISION 2012 and would be glad to 
have you as a supporter next year.



SELECTED CONTRIBUTIONS 



SELECTED IMPRESSIONS 



SELECTED IMPRESSIONS 



INTERESTING LINKS
Competition winners
http://revision-party.net/history/2011

Competition entries
http://scene.org/dir.php?dir=/parties/2011/revision11/

Videos of our seminars
http://revision-party.net/history/2011/seminars

Videos of our events
http://revision-party.net/history/2011/events

Pictures and reports
http://revision-party.net/history/2011/photos-and-reports


